User’s System Update Highlights

1. Facility Selection is now at the beginning of the Proposal workflow.

2. Introduced “Independently-Funded Research” feature.

3. Additional Experiments are only permitted after the first experiment has been submitted.
   a. To add additional experiments use the “duplicate” feature and edit the duplicated experiment or use the “View Parent Proposal” link and select “Add/View Experiments”.
4. Billing-Code selection is now available on the proposal submission page for AMRIS related proposals.

5. Numerous user interface improvements, including:
   a. Suggest-as-you-type feature when adding participants to a new proposal. Simply begin typing a registered Participants name, and the top 20 names appear. No need to manually “search” for a user name in the middle of your task.
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   b. Added "Create Proposal" button to Users/Profile page.
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   c. Added NOTE to Proposal display page to clarify that one Proposal can have multiple Experiments (i.e. no need to create a new Proposal for each Experiment).

   d. Added NOTE to Experiment display page to point out the Duplicate Experiment feature to quickly add a new Experiment.
6. “Add New Participant” feature re-purposed from full blown user registration to a “new user request for participation”. New User is partially registered by a submitter and must Activate their account before logging in. Within the proposal workflow select “Add new Participant”.

Add New Participant feature ends proposal workflow and begins the User Registration workflows.
a. Redirects to the User Registration Workflow without User Demographics Info.
b. After a Submitter "registers" a new user, the user will receive an activation e-mail. New user must click the link provided in the e-mail to “Activate” his/her account.

Recipient: rbalboa@magnet.fsu.edu
BCC: users@magnet.fsu.edu
CC:
From: "NHMF Users Program" <users@magnet.fsu.edu>
Subject: NHMFL Users Online System - Account Registration Confirmation

You have been added to the NHMFL Online Users System as a user.

Your user name: rbalboa@magnet.fsu.edu

Before you are able to log in, you must activate your account using the following link:

http://localhost/Users/Display.aspx?
mode=activate&d=cgBIAEAbAiAG8AYQBA.MG0AVYQ8hAG4AZQBl4AHUAlgBiAGQAdQA=&via=cwB6AGUAAbAHyAG4AZwrEAAg8AYQ8hAG4AZQBl4AHUAAlgBlAGCAdQA=

We suggest you save this email confirmation for future reference.
c. When the new user clicks the activation link they are redirected to the User Registration page in “Activate” mode. The user may then input Demographics Info and Password.

d. This e-mail is generated after the user successfully activates the account.